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Deterministic models are (partial) stable models which are not contra-
dicted by any other stable model; i.e., M is a deterministic model if there
is no stable model N such that M _ N is not an interpretation. For instanced
the well-founded model, which coincides with the intersection of all
partial stable models, is a deterministic model. As the well-founded
model is deterministic and unique for each program, well-founded model
semantics has been proposed as the canonical deterministic semantics for
partial stable models. But the well-founded model is not the unique
deterministic model; indeed the family of deterministic (partial stable)
models is not, in general, a singleton and admits a minimum (the well-
founded model) and a maximum, the max-deterministic model. The latter
model is, another candidate for a deterministic semantics. The aim of this
paper is to study the complexity and the expressive power of deterministic
semantics. In coherence with the deterministic nature of the model, the
expressive power of max-deterministic semantics is shown to be able to
express problems with unique solutions, whereas the well-founded model
only captures a proper subset of the queries computable in polynomial
time, the so-called fixpoint queries. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Stable model semantics, first introduced in the domain of total interpretations
(T-stable models [12]), has been later extended to partial interpretations (P-stable
models, corresponding to the three-valued stable models of [26] and the strongly
founded models of [29]). The fact that a program may have several P-stable
models does not necessarily impose a nondeterministic semantics [2]; indeed,
various types of deterministic semantics are known, e.g., the possibility semantics
(based on the union of all models) and the certainty semantics (based on their inter-
section). Certainty semantics is actually captured by one P-stable model only,
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namely, the well-founded model [35] that coincides with the intersection of all
P-stable models. On the other hand, possibility semantics cannot be captured by a
single P-stable model since the union of all P-stable models is not in general a
model. However, if we restrict our attention to a subclass of ‘‘deterministic’’
P-stable models, defined below, then also possibility semantics is subsumed by a
particular P-stable model.
A P-stable models M is deterministic if for each other P-stable model N, N _ M
is an interpretation; i.e., M does not contradict any other P-stable model [29]. The
max-deterministic model is defined as the maximum of the family of deterministic
P-stable models, i.e., it includes each model in the family and, therefore, it coincides
with the union of all deterministic models. Unicity of the max-deterministic model
directly follows from its definition; the existence is proven in [30]. Actually, the
family of deterministic models has the structure of a complete lattice: the bottom
of the lattice coincides with the well-founded model, while the top of the lattice is
the max-deterministic model.
To see the difference between well-founded and max-deterministic semantics
consider the following example.
Example 1.
a  cb.
b  ca.
c  cd, a, b.
d  cc.
This program has four partial stable models, namely: M1=[ ], M2=[cc, d],
M3=[a, cb, cc, d], and M4=[ca, b, cc, d]. The models M3 and M4 are
T-stable. The models M1 and M2 are deterministic because the atoms in these two
models are not contradicted by any other model (for instance, the model M2 is
deterministic since there is no model containing either c or cd). In particular, M1
is the well-founded model whereas M2 is the max-deterministic model.
Thus, the max-deterministic model is another candidate for a deterministic
semantics. Observe that the deterministic semantics is strongly connected with
intrinsic stable models and intrinsic fixpoint introduced by Fitting [10, 11]. More
specifically, deterministic stable models coincide with intrinsic stable models [10]
(based on intrinsic fixpoint [11]), whereas the max-deterministic model coincides
with the prudently brave model [10] (based on the largest intrinsic fixpoint [11]).
In this paper we study the complexity and the expressive power of deterministic
semantics. The analysis is applied to DATALOGc programs [1, 5, 33] and follows
the so-called ‘‘data complexity’’ approach of [6, 36]. Preliminary results on the
complexity of the max-deterministic model are presented in [30]; in this paper we
provide more precise characterizations of this complexity.
More specifically, in this paper we show that:
1. Checking whether a given atom G belongs to the max-deterministic model
is UW-hard and it is in DPrecall that DP is the class of all decision problems
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which can be formulated as the conjunction of a problem in NP and a problem
in coNP [18, 24]; the class UW consists of all decision problems that can be
defined using an existential second-order formula of the form (_!S) 8(S) with
unique witnesses for the second-order quantifiers; i.e., there are unique relations
s1 , ..., sm in S satisfying the first-order formula 8(S) [4, 19].
2. Deciding whether an interpretation is the max-deterministic model is
DP-hard and it is in the class of all decision problems which can be formulated as
the conjunction of a problem in coNP and a problem in coDPthis class is a
superset of both DP and coDP.
3. The max-deterministic P-stable model semantics is able to express all the
decision problems in UWactually, the expressive power of the max-deterministic
model goes beyond UW for it is located between UW and DP.
4. The max-deterministic model exactly captures UW when it is constrained
to be total, i.e., under total deterministic semantics: a ground literal is true if both
it is in the max-deterministic model and this model is total. Note that totality of the
max-deterministic model implies that it is the unique T-stable model; however,
uniqueness of a T-stable model does not imply for it to be max-deterministic.
We point out that this is not the first time that a relationship between
DATALOGc and the class UW is discovered; DATALOGc programs with unique
fixpoint and with unique total stable model are characterized in terms of UW in
[20, 3], respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic concepts
on the syntax and semantics of Datalog and on the complexity and expressive
power of Datalog queries. In Section 3 we present our results on the complexity of
the max-deterministic semantics, whereas in Section 4, we analize its expressive
power. In Section 5 we analize the expressive power of the max-deterministic
semantics under the constraint that the max-deterministic model must be total.
Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclusions.
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
2.1. DATALOG Programs and Queries
Let us start by recalling basic concepts and notation of the DATALOGc language,
that is logic programming with negative goals in the rules but without function
symbols [22, 33].
A rule r is a formula of the language of the form Q  Q1 , ..., Qm , where Q is a
atom (head of the rule) and Q1 , ..., Qm are literals (goals of the rule). Let H(r) and
G(r) represent, respectively, the head of r and the set of all goals of r. A ground rule
with no goals is called a fact. A DATALOGc program is a finite set of function-free
rules and it is called positive (or, simply, DATALOG) when all its rules are positive,
i.e., negation free.
Given a DATALOGc program LP, some of the predicate symbols (EDB
predicates) do not occur in the rule heads as they are defined by a number of facts
stored into a databasethe other predicate symbols are called IDB predicates. EDB
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predicate symbols form a relational database scheme DSLP ; thus they are also seen
as relation symbols. A database D on DSLP is a set of finite relations D(r) on a
countable domain U, one for each r in DSLP . Given a database D on DSLP , LPD
denotes the program obtained from LP by adding the facts corresponding to the
relation tuples in D. Observe that the Herbrand universe and the Herbrand Base for
LPD (denoted by ULPD and BLPD , respectively) are both finite; moreover, ULPD is
a finite subset of U as possible constants in LP are also taken from the domain U. The
ground instantiation of LPD is denoted by ground (LPD).
A (bound DATALOGc) query Q is a pair (LP, G) , where LP is a DATALOGc
program and G is a ground literal (the query goal )possible constants in G are in
U as well. The set of all queries is denoted by Q.
The answer of a query Q on a database D can be either ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘not’’ and it
depends on the semantics selected for the query. The expressive power of Q under
a given semantics XS, denoted by EXPXS(Q), is the set of all databases D on
DSLP for which the answer of Q on D under the XS semantics is ‘‘yes.’’
It is well known that for each query Q, EXPXS(Q) is indeed a generic database
set [6, l], i.e., it is closed under renaming of constants in U&C, where C is the set
of constants occurring in LP and in G. Thus the constants not in C are not inter-
preted and relationships among them are only those explicitly provided by the
databases. From now on any generic set of databases on the same scheme will be
called a database collection.
Given a semantics XS for the queries, the expressive power of XS equals
the family of the expressive powers of all possible queries, i.e., EXPXS[Q]=
[EXPXS(Q) | Q # Q]. Such an expressive power will be measured w.r.t. complexity
classes of database collections defined as follows. Given a (not necessarily Turing
machine) complexity class C and a database collection D, D is C-recognizable if the
problem of deciding whether a database D is in D is in C. The database complexity
class DB-C is the family of all C-recognizable database collectionsfor instance,
DB-P is the family of all database collections that are recognizable in polynomial
time. Observe that any two database collections in a database complexity class do
not in general share the same database scheme.
We stress that our expressive power measure follows the data complexity
approach of [6, 36] for which the query is assumed to be constant, whereas the
database is the input variable.
2.2. P-Stable Models
Given an atom A # BLPD , ccA denotes A. Let I be a set of ground literals; then
cI denotes the set [cA | A # I], and I + (resp., I&) denotes the set of all positive
(resp., negative) literals in I.
I is a ( partial ) interpretation of LPD if it is consistent, i.e., I + & cI &=<.
Moreover, if I+ _ cI &=BLPD , the interpretation I is called total.
Given an interpretation I, XBLPD is an unfounded set w.r.t. I if for each rule
r # ground(LPD) with H(r) # X, G(r) & (cI _ X ){<; i.e., there is a literal in the
body which either is false in I or is contained in X. The union of all unfounded sets
w.r.t. I is also an unfounded set w.r.t. X and is called the greatest unfounded set.
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Let M be an interpretation of the program LPD . Let pos(LPD , M&) be the
positive program obtained from ground(LPD) by deleting (a) each rule that has a
negative goal that is not in M& and (b) all negative goals from the remaining rules.
Then M is founded if and only if Tpos(LPD , M&)(<)=M
+, where the operator T is
the classical immediate consequence transformation.
An interpretation M of LPD is P-stable model if (a) it is founded in LPD and
(b) cM& is the greatest unfounded set w.r.t. M in LPD . A P-stable model M of
LPD is (i) T-stable (total stable) if it is a total interpretation of LPD and (ii) it is
the well-founded model if it is the intersection of all P-stable models of LP.
T-stable model was the first notion of stable model and was defined in [12]; exist-
ence of a T-stable model for any program is not guaranteed. The well-founded
model was introduced in [35] and is obviously unique. It is well known that a well-
founded model exists for any program; therefore, the existence of at least one
P-stable model is guaranteed as well.
2.3. Deterministic P-Stable Models
In this section we present the concepts of deterministic P-stable models and of
max-deterministic P-stable model. We point out that this issue is extensively
analyzed in [30] also for the case of infinite universe and is further investigated in
relationship with the notion of nondeterminism. The notion of max-deterministic
model has been first introduced in [29] and its relevance has been also discussed
in [21].
Let LP be a DATALOGc program, D be a database on DSLP and M be a
P-stable model of LPD . M is deterministic if for each other P-stable model N of
LPD , M and N are not contradictory; i.e., M _ N is an interpretation.
As proven in [30], two deterministic P-stable models are only an expression of
assorted degrees of undefinedness inasmuch as there exists a P-stable model which
includes both models.
The well-founded model ifs obviously a deterministic modelactually, as it is the
intersection of all P-stable models, it is the minimum deterministic model. The
family of deterministic models, denoted by DM, has an additional property: there
exists a maximum element in the family, the max-deterministic model, which
includes all other deterministic models and, therefore, can resolve all differences
among them.
Fact 1 [30]. For every DATALOGc program LP, (DM, ) is a complete
lattice such that the bottom is the well-founded model and the top is the max-deter-
ministic model.
The significance of the max-deterministic model can be appreciated through the
following example borrowed from [30] and based on Smullyan’s puzzles [32].
Example 2. An island is inhabited by knights and knaves: the knaves always
lie, while the knights always tell the truth. A pair of individuals, a and b, are asked
about their nature and individual a answers: ‘‘Only one of us is a knight.’’ What
can be inferred about individual b?
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Each individual is either a knight or a knave and there are individuals, a and b:
ind(a).
ind(b).
knight(X)  cknave(X).
knave(X)  cknight(X).
If a is knight then he tells the truth; so b is different, i.e., a knave. On the other
hand, if a is a knave, and, therefore a liar, then b must be of the same kind, i.e.,
a knave:
knave(b)  knight(a).
knave(b)  knave(a).
The above program has two T-stable models: M1=[ind(a), ind(b), knight(a),
knave(b), cknave(a), cknight(b) ] and M2 = [ ind(a), ind(b),
knave(a), knave(b), cknight(a), cknight(b)].
The max-deterministic P-stable model instead is: M3=[ind(a), ind(b),
knave(b), cknight(b)], while the well-founded model is M4=[ind(a),
ind(b)].
The max-deterministic model is capable of drawing all deterministic implications
which follow from the given rulesin this case, the conclusion that individual b is
a knave, no matter what individual a is. On the other side, the well-founded model
is not able to draw any conclusion.
Observe that deterministic P-stable models trade off minimal undefinedness to
achieve determinism, but in different degrees. At the bottom, we find the well-founded
model, which ensures better computability at the expense of more undefinedness. At
the top, we find the max-deterministic model, whose clear semantic advantages are
counterbalanced by computational drawbacks, as it is stated next.
3. COMPLEXITY OF THE MAX-DETERMINISTIC MODEL
To discuss the computational complexity of the max-deterministic model, we
assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of computational com-
plexity (see, for instance, [18, 24]). The following results are known in the
literature.
Fact 2 [35, 23, 30]. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a database D on
DSLP , and an interpretation M for LPD , then
1. deciding whether M is the well-founded model, a P-stable model, or a
T-stable model for LPD is in P;
2. deciding whether there exists a T-stable model for LPD is NP-complete;
3. deciding whether M is a deterministic P-stable model for LPD is coNP-
complete.
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Let us first of all compute the complexity of max-deterministic model membership,
i.e., the problem of deciding whether a given ground literal belongs to the max-
deterministic model.
Theorem 1. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a database D on DSLP and a
ground literal G, then deciding whether G is in the max-deterministic model of LPD
is in DP and it is UW-hard.
Proof. Hardness. For the sake of presentation, the proof of this part is reported
in Section 4.
Membership. To show that max-deterministic membership is in DP, since the
max-deterministic model contains the union of all deterministic models, we solve
two decision problems:
1. does there exist a P-stable model M such that G # M?this is a NP
problem as P-stability can be tested in polynomial time by Part 1 of Fact 2;
2. deciding whether M is a deterministic P-stable model for LPD is coNP-
complete (Part 3 of Fact 2).
Therefore, checking whether G is in the max-deterministic model can be formulated
as the conjunction of a problem in NP and of a problem in coNP; so it is
in DP. K
Corollary 1. Given a DATALOGc program LP, a database D on DSLP and
a ground literal G, then
1. deciding whether there exists a deterministic model of LPD containing G is
in DP and it is UW-hard,
2. deciding whether G is in every deterministic model of LPD is in P.
Proof. 1. The problem of deciding whether there exists a deterministic model
of LPD containing G is equivalent to the problem of deciding whether G belongs
to the max-deterministic model of LPD .
2. The well-founded model is a deterministic model and is the intersection of
all deterministic models. Checking whether a literal is in the well-founded model is
in P. K
We now compute the complexity of max-deterministic model recognition, i.e., the
problem of deciding whether a given interpretation M for a program LP and a
database D is max-deterministic. We point out that for this complexity we present
an upper bound tighter than the one in [30]; indeed, we reduce the upper bound
from 2 p2 to the class [(L1&L2) | L1 # coNP and L2 # DP], i.e., the class of all
decision problems which can be formulated as the conjunction of a problem in
coNP and a problem in coDP.3 On the other hand, the lower bound remains the
one presented in [30]; here we include a full proof of this result.
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3 Note that this class is in the boolean hierarchy, i.e., it is contained in BH2 p2 .
Theorem 2. Let LP be a DATALOGc program LP, D be a database on DSLP
and M be an interpretation for LPD . Then deciding whether M is the max-deter-
ministic model for LPD is DP-hard and it is in [(L1&L2) | L1 # coNP and L2 # DP].
Proof. (Membership) Consider the following two decision problems:
1. verify whether M is a deterministic modelby Part 3 of Fact 2 this first
problem is in coNP;
2. take the set M of all ground atoms which are undefined in M and for each
A in M , verify whether both A and cA are not in the max-deterministic modelas
the cardinality of M is polynomially bounded in the size of D and testing whether
a ground literal belongs to the max-deterministic model is in DP by Theorem 1,
this second problem is in coDP as well.
Obviously M is the max-deterministic model if and only if both the above problems
are true; hence max-deterministic recognition is in the class [(L1&L2) | L1 # coNP
and L2 # DP].
(Hardness) This result can be obtained by showing that some DP-complete
problem can be reduced in polynomial time to the max-deterministic model
recognition problem. Following the schema used in [27], we shall reduce the
critical satisfiability [25] problem which checks if a given set of clauses is unsatis-
fiable but, deleting any single clause, yields a satisfiable set. Consider a database
scheme DB consisting of two unary relation symbols clause and var, and two
binary relation symbols posocc and negocc. Given any instance of critical
satisfiability,
C1 7 C2 7 } } } 7 Ck ,
where Ci is a disjunction of (possibly negated) propositional variables, the instance
can be represented by a database D on a scheme with two unary relation symbols,
clause and var, and two binary relation symbols, posocc and negocc. The
tuples in clause and in var list the clause indices and the propositional variables,
respectively; a tuple (i, v) in posocc (resp., negocc) states that the variable
v occurs positively (resp., negatively) in the clause C i . Let us now construct a
DATALOGc program LP as follows. The first two rules enumerate k+1 different
truth assignments by means of an index J that takes the value 0 plus all the values
of clauses indices: the assignment 0 is used for the whole formula whereas for each
J, 1Jk, the assignment J is used for the subformula obtained by removing the
clause CJ :
r1 : noass(O).
r2 : noass(J)  clause(J).
The k+1 truth assignments are nondeterministically selected through the rules:
r3 : true(J, V)  var(V), noass(J), cfalse(J, V).
r4 : false(J, V)  var(V), noass(J), ctrue(J, V).
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Rules (5)(6) verify whether a clause I is satisfied by the assignment J:
r5 : satclause(J, I)  posocc(I, V), true(J, V).
r6 : satclause(J, I)  negocc(I, V), false(J, V).
Next we derive that nonsat is false if and only if clause(I) is false for all I:
r7: nonsat  clause(I), csatclause(O, I).
We now perform the satisfaction test for the k subformulas using the other k
assignments; moreover, we derive that nonsatallsub is false if all subfor-
mulas are satisfied by the respective assignments:
r8 : nonsatsub(J)  noass(J), J{O, clause(I), J{I,
csatclause(J, I).
r9 : nonsatallsub  noass(J), J{O, nonsatsub(J).
We finally add the ‘‘technical’’ rules:
r10 : q  nonsat, cq, r13 : q$  nonsatallsub, cq$.
r11 : q  cp, r14 : q$  cp$.
r12 : p  cq , r14: p$  cq$.
Let D be the database corresponding to any instance of critical satisfiability. We
take the interpretation M=[cp, q] _ D & cD for LPD , where D is seen as a set
of ground literals and D consists of all EDB ground atoms that are not stored in
the EDB relations. It is easy to see that M is a P-stable model of LPD and is
distinct from the well-founded model Mw=D _ cD . Consider now any P-stable
model N of LPD . Obviously, D _ cD N. Hence, M and N are contradictory if
and only if [ p, cq]/N. This may happen if and only if the body of rule 10 is false;
i.e., nonsat is false for some assignment, so M is deterministic if and only if
nonsat is true for every assignment; thus, the whole formula is unsatisfiable.
Take now any instance D corresponding to a satisfiable formula, so M is a deter-
ministic P-stable model. It is now easy to see that M is not the max-deterministic
model if and only if the model Q=M _ [cp$q$] is deterministic. Now, by repeat-
ing the same argument as for rules (10)(12), we have that Q is not deterministic
if and only if nonsatallsub is false for some assignment, thus, if and only
if all subformulas are satisfiable. In sum, the interpretation M is the max-deter-
ministic model if and only if D corresponds to a ‘‘yes’’ instance of critical
satisfiability. Finally, as the encoding of any such instance into a database D can
be obviously done in polynomial time, we conclude that the recognition of whether
an interpretation M is the max-deterministic model is DP hard. K
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We note that the complexity of the search problem for the max-deterministic
model is investigated in [30]. That paper shows that finding the max-deterministic
model is in FPNP and, therefore, the complexity does not go up to the second
level of the polynomial hierarchy as it often happens for search problems whose
decision tests are coNP-hard. Recall that FPNP is the class of search problems
that can be solved in polynomial time by a machine with access to an NP oracle.
It turns out that computational complexity of deterministic P-stable models
blows up as soon as we move beyond well-founded model and that the computa-
tional complexity of the max-deterministic model is higher than the one of well-
founded model. In the next section we shall show that the complexity increase is
counterbalanced by a greater expressive power.
4. EXPRESSIVE POWER OF THE MAX-DETERMINISTIC MODEL
As pointed out in [34], the expressive power of well-founded model semantics
captures a proper subclass of DB-Pindeed, it captures all so-called fixpoint
queries [1, 19]. In this section we show that the expressive power of the max-deter-
ministic P-stable model is much higher as it includes some database collections in
the first level of the polynomial hierarchy.
Given a query Q=(LP, G) and a database D on DSLP , the answer of Q on
D under the max-deterministic model semantics is ‘‘yes’’ if G is in the max-deter-
ministic model of LPD . The expressive power of max-deterministic model semantics
is denoted by EXPMD[Q]=[EXPMD(Q) | Q # Q]recall that Q is the set of all
possible queries.
Next we prove that max-deterministic model semantics captures the whole class
DB-UW, consisting of all database collections D that can be defined using an
existential second-order formula of the form
(_!T) 8(T)
with unique witnesses for the second-order quantifiers, i.e., there are unique relations
in T satisfying the first-order formula 8(T) on a finite structure DS. Obviously
every problem in UW is also in US (the class of problems with unique solution
[4]); however, not every problem in US can be written in the above logic form
[19]. The class UW includes coNP, whereas it is not known whether it also
includes NP; the latter question is equivalent to the question of whether DP
equals to UW (and to US as well). In the proof of the result we shall use a Skolem
normal form for unique witness existential second-order formulas.
Fact 3 [3]. A formula (_!T) 8(T) can be put in a Skolem normal form
(_!S)(\x)(_y)(31(S, x, y) 6 } } } 6 3k(S, x, y)),
where 31 , ..., 3k are conjunctions of literals involving variables in x and y and
predicate symbols in DS and in S.
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The Skolem normal form is achieved by first bringing 8(T) in prenex normal
form and then applying repeatedly the equivalence
(\u)(_v) 3(u, v)
 (_!S)[(\u)(\v)[S(u, v) W 3(u, v)] 7 (\u)(_v) S(u, v)].
Observe that our ‘‘Skolemization’’ differs from the classical one for existential
second-order formulas [9, 20], essentially because S(u, v)  3(u, v) is replaced by
S(u, v) W 3(u, v). Thus, we require that the chosen relation for S exactly contains
all the tuples (u, v) satisfying 3, in addition to having at least one of such tuples
for every u as in the classical Skolemization. Therefore, as the resulting relation for
S is obviously unique, also _S of classical Skolemization can be replaced by _!S.
Note that this procedure of Skolemization in general requires more steps than the
classical one because the implication S(u, v)  3(u, v) corresponds to S(u, v) 6
c3(u, v) so that negation must be suitably propagated inside 3 by inverting quan-
tifiers and logical connectives.
Theorem 3. DB-UWEXPMD[Q]DB-DP.
Proof. Let us first prove that EXPMD[Q]DB-DP. To this end, consider any
query Q=(LP, G). Given any database D, D is in EXPMD(Q) if and only if G is in
the max-deterministic model of LPD . Hence, by Theorem 1, EXPMD(Q) # DB-DP.
Let us now prove that DB-UWEXPMD[Q]. Take any database collection D
on a database scheme DS whose recognition is in UW. Then, by Fact 3, D can
be defined by a Skolem normal form second-order formula such as
(_!S)(\x)(_y)(31(S, x, y) 6 } } } 6 3k(S, x, y)).
Without loss of generality we assume that S is not an empty list of symbols and
that at least one occurrence of the relations in S appears in some 3iindeed, we
can always rewrite the formula as
(_!R)(_!S)(\x)(_y)[(31(x, y) 7 R) 6 } } } 6 (3k(x, y) 7 R)],
where R is a new 0-arity relation symbol.
Consider the program LP:
r1 : sj (Wj)  cs^j (Wj) (1 jm)
r2 : s^j (Wj)  csj (Wj) (1 jm)
r3 : p  sj (Wj), s^ j (W j) (1 jm)
r4 : q(X)  3i (X, Y) (1ik)
r5 : g  cq(X)
r6 : g  p
r7 : s^j (Wj)  g, s j (W j) (1 jm)
r8 : sj (Wj)  g, s^ j (W j) (1 jm)
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The first two groups of rules make a nondeterministic selection of relations for S.
By the third group of rules, p is false if and only if this selection does not leave
undefined tuples; i.e., for each wj either sj (wj) or s^ j (wj) must be true. For each x,
the rules of group 4 make q(x) true if there exists some y for which one of 3i is
satisfied. By rules 5 and 6, g is false if and only if the selected relations for S are
both a witness for 8(S) (i.e., for each x, q(x) is true) and total. The role of the last
two groups of rules is to invalidate any selection for S that does not make g false.
Therefore, the family of P-stable models consists of the well-founded model (that
is always partial and leaves g undefined because of the assumption that S is not
empty) and of a number of T-stable models, one for every witness for 8(S).
Consider now the query Q=(LP, cg) and take any D on DS:
 If D # D then there is a unique witness for 8(S) and, therefore, a unique
T-stable model of LPD , say M. M does not obviously contradict the unique other
P-stable model, that is the well-founded model; so M is also max-deterministic.
Since cg # M, D # EXPMD(Q) as well.
 If D # EXPMD(Q) then cg is in the max-deterministic model which is then
the unique T-stable model of LPD . Hence, there is exactly one witness for 8(S),
i.e., D # D.
It turns out that D=EXPMD(Q); Therefore, DB-UWEXPMD[Q]. K
It is open to recognize the exact expressive power of max-deterministic model.
Our belief is that it coincides neither with DB-UW nor with DB-DP; it could coin-
cide with some intermediate class such as the unique hereditary maximal witness
class consisting of all database collections D that can be defined using an existential
second-order formula of the form
(_!h max S) 8(S),
where there are unique hereditary maximal relations s1 , ..., sm in S satisfying the
first-order formula 8(S). Hereditary means that if 8 is satisfied for both S1 and S2,
then it is also satisfied for S1 _ S2the union is applied to each pair of correspond-
ing relations s1i and s
2
i . The operator _ could be probably combined with some
polynomial-time binary operator.
In the next section we show that max-deterministic models exactly capture DB-UW
if we add the constraint that they must be total. We are now in the position to
present the proof of the hardness part of Theorem 1.
Proof of the Hardness Part of Theorem 1. We are given a DATALOGc program
LP, a database D on DSLP and a ground literal G. We have to prove that decid-
ing whether G is in the max-deterministic model of LPD iS UW-complete. To this
end, take any decision problem in UW. This problem can be formulated by a
unique witness existential second-order formula on a database scheme DS such
that the ‘‘yes’’ instance of the problem corresponds to the database collection on
DS, say D, satisfying the formula. In the proof of Theorem 3 we have shown that
there exists a DATALOGc query Q=(LP, G) such that EXPMD(Q)=D.
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Moreover, the encoding of each problem instance through the above formula as
well as the subsequent construction of the query Q can be done in polynomial time.
It follows that the recognition of a ‘‘yes’’ instance can be reduced to recognizing
whether the ground query goal G is contained in the max-deterministic model;
hence, this recognition is UW-hard. K
Next we present an interesting characterization of the max-deterministic model in
terms of possible semantics. We show that determinism can be enforced into
DATALOGc programs also when the semantics is given by a family of stable models.
Recall that in the presence multiple stable models two main approaches have been
introduced: the possible and the certain semantics. The possible semantics takes the
union of all stable models of a given type, whereas the certain semantics takes their
intersection. Thus, given a query Q=(LP, G) and a database D on DS, the
possible semantics asks whether there exists a stable model (of a given type) M for
LPD such that G # M, whereas the certain semantics asks whether G is in every
stable model of LPD . The expressive power of a query Q under the possible
(certain) version of a given type of stable models XS, denoted EXP_XS(Q)
(EXP\XS(Q)), is the set of all possible databases D on DS such that there exists
a XS model for LPD satisfying G (resp. every XS model for LPD satisfies G). The
expressive power of DATALOGc under possible (certain) semantics is defined as
EXP_XS[Q]=[EXP
_
XS(Q) | Q # Q] (EXP
\
XS[Q]=[EXP
\
XS(Q) | Q # Q]).
DATALOGc programs can admit more than one deterministic models and, there-
fore, it is possible to introduce the two versions of possible and certain semantics
also for the class of deterministic models. However, since the possible semantics
takes the union of all deterministic models, whereas the certain semantics takes the
intersection and the family of deterministic models is a complete lattice having the
well-founded model as minimum and the max-deterministic models as maximum,
we have that the possible versions coincide with the max-deterministic semantics,
whereas the certain version coincide with the well-founded semantics. Thus, we
have the following corollary, where EXP_D[Q] and EXP
\
D[Q] denote, respec-
tively, the expressive power of the possible and certain versions of the deterministic
semantics, whereas EXPWS[Q] denotes the expressive power of the well-founded
semantics.
Corollary 2. 1. EXP_D[Q]=EXPMD[Q],
2. EXP\D[Q]=EXPWS[Q].
5. THE POWER OF THE TOTAL MAX-DETERMINISTIC MODEL
In this section we shall add the constraint that the max-deterministic model must
be total and, then, T-stable. The next proposition states the relationship between
total max-deterministic models and unique total stable models.
Proposition 1. Let LP be a DATALOGc program LP and D be a database on
DSLP . The max-deterministic model for LPD is T-stable if and only if there exists
a unique T-stable model and every P-stable model is deterministic.
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Proof. (if-part) Let M be the max-deterministic model. If every P-stable model
is deterministic then M is the maximum P-stable model by definition, i.e., every
P-stable model is contained in M. Hence, if there exists a T-stable model, say N,
then NM as N is also P-stable. But N is total and, then, cannot be properly con-
tained in another total model; so M=N, i.e., the max-deterministic model is total.
(only-if part) If the max-deterministic model M is total then it is also T-stable
by definition. Moreover, as proven in [30], M is also the maximum P-stable
model, i.e., any other P-stable model is contained in M; so, all P-stable models are
deterministic. Moreover, since no T-stable model can be a proper subset of M
because of its totality, it follows that M is the unique T-stable model. K
The following example confirms that a unique T-stable model is not necessarily
max-deterministic.
Example 3. Consider the program:
a  cb,
b  ca,
p  a, cp.
There are three P-stable models: M1=[ ], M2=[a, cb], and M3=[ca, b, cp].
M3 is the unique T-stable model. The max-deterministic model is M1 which is also
well-founded.
Let us now characterize the expressive power of total max-deterministic model
semantics. Given a query Q=(LP, G) and a database D on DSLP , the answer of Q
on D under the total max-deterministic semantics is ‘‘yes’’ if both G is in M and M is
total, where M is the max-deterministic P-stable model of LPD . The expressive power
of total deterministic semantics is denoted by EXPTD[Q]=[EXPTD(Q) | Q # Q].
Theorem 4. EXPTD[Q]=DB-UW.
Proof. Let us first prove that DB-UWEXPTD[Q]. To this end, consider the
proof that DB-UWEXPMD[Q] in Theorem 2. We have shown that the max-
deterministic model of the program LP in the proof makes g false if and only if
it is total; therefore, EXPTD(Q)=EXPMD(Q) for the query Q=(LP, cg) .
Hence, DB-UWEXPTD[Q] as well. Note that, as now any nontotal max-deter-
ministic model is directly discarded by the totality requirement, we do not need to
enforce totality into the program LP; we can, therefore, simplify LP by removing
rules (3) and (6).
Let us now prove that EXPTD[Q]DB-UW. Take any query Q=(LP, G);
without loss of generality assume that G be equal to a zero-arity atom g. Given
D=EXPTD(Q), we have to show that D is in DB-UW; i.e., there exists an existen-
tial second-order formula defining D of the format (_!S) 8(S), where 8(S) is a first-
order formula. By the definition of max-deterministic semantics, a database D on
DSLP is in D if and only if the following conditions hold: (i) all P-stable models
are deterministic, (ii) there exists exactly one T-stable model for LPD , and (iii) g
is in exactly one T-stable model for LPD . To complete the proof, it is sufficient to
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show that each of the above three conditions is in UW. Observe that condition (ii)
is not subsumed by condition (iii); in fact, the latter condition does not forbid having
other T-stable models containing cg. The proofs that conditions (ii) and (iii) are
in UW were first given in [3]; such proofs are included here for completeness.
Condition (i) can be rephrased as: is it true that there exist no two interpreta-
tions M1 and M2 such that M1 and M2 are P-stable and M1 _ M2 is not an inter-
pretation? Then, as testing P-stability is in P by Part 1 of Fact 2 and verifying that
M1 _ M2 is not an interpretation is obviously in P as well, condition (i) is in
coNPUW.
Condition (ii) can be expressed by the second-order formula (_!S1 , S2) 1(S1 , S2)
as follows. Both S1 and S2 have a relation symbol for each predicate symbol of LP
and selecting relations s1 and s2 for S1 and S2 defines a set M(s1 , s2) of ground
literals P _ N, where P=[s(t) | s # S1 and t is a tuple in the relation of s1 corresponding
to s] and N=[cs(t) | s # S2 and t is a tuple in the relation of s2 corresponding to s].
We define 1 in such a way that 1(s1 , s2) is true if and only if M(s1 , s2) is a T-stable
model of LPD ; therefore, the formula (_!S1 , S2) 1(S1 , S2) is satisfied if there exists
a unique T-stable model. But testing T-stability is in P by Part 1 of Fact 2. So, as
PcoNPUW, 1(s1 , s2) can be expressed by a second-order formula (_!S3)
0(s1 , s2 , S3), where 0(s1 , s2 , S3) is a first-order formula. Hence, condition (ii) is
defined by
(_!S1 , S2 , S3) 0(S1 , S2 , S3).
Finally, it is easy to see that also condition (iii) is in UW. Indeed it is sufficient
to require that 1(s1 , s2) is true if and only if not only M(s1 , s2) is a T-stable model
but also g is in M(s1 , s2). Let s be the relation symbol in s1 corresponding to g.
Then 1(s1 , s2) can be expressed by a second-order formula
(_!S3)(0(s1 , s2 , S2) 7 s( )),
where 0, defined as above, testers T-stability of M(s1 , s2) and s checks membership
of g to M(s1 , s2). This concludes the proof. K
The relationship between DATALOGc and the class UW has been observed in
previous works: indeed, DATALOGc programs with unique fixpoint and unique
total stable model are characterized in terms of UW in [20, 3], respectively.
More specifically, the problem of determining whether a program LP with a
database D has a unique fixpoint is in UW; on the other hand, if a collection of
databases is in DB-UW then there is a DATALOGc program LP such that for
every database D we have that D is in the collection if and only if LPD has a
unique fixpoint. Thus, DATALOGc under unique fixpoint semantics captures exactly
the complexity class DB-UW. In [20] it has been also shown that the problem of
deciding a given program has a least fixpoint is in 2 p2 and US-hard.
The expressive power of unique total stable model semantics has been analized
in [3]. Unique total stable model semantics is defined as follows: given a query
Q=(LP, G) and a database D on DSLP , the answer of Q on D under the unique
T-stable model semantics is ‘‘yes’’ if G is in a T-stable model of LPD and this
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T-stable model is unique. Unique total stable model semantics exactly captures the
class DB-UW, i.e., by adding the restriction that the T-stable model be max-deter-
ministic, the expressive power does not change.
We conclude this section by presenting a classical problem with unique solution.
Example 4. The following program LP computes a Hamiltonian path on a graph
G=(V, E), i.e., a path which visits each node exactly once and all nodes are visited:
sp(root, root).
sp(X, Y)  sp(&, X), e(X, Y), cdiff sp(X, Y).
diff sp(X, Y)  sp(X, Y$), Y${Y.
falseif tot  sp(X, Y), diff sp(X, Y).
nohp  v(X), csp(&, X).
sp(X, Y)  nohp, cfalseif tot, diff sp(X, Y).
diff sp(X, Y)  nohp, cfalseif tot, sp(X, Y).
The predicates v and e define the vertices and the edges of G through a number of facts.
The construction of a P-stable model works as follows: The first three rules nonder-
ministically select a simple path in the graph; for simplicity the path is started from a
fictitious loop on a fictitious vertex root. The fourth rule makes falseiftot false
if and only if the P-stable model is total; otherwise it remains undefined. The fifth rule
makes nohp false if the graph has an Hamiltonian path. The last two rules invalidate
the selection of the path if the P-stable model is not total or the selected path is not
a Hamiltonian path. It turns out that the graph has a unique Hamiltonian path if and
only if the query (LP, cnohp) yields a ‘‘yes’’ answer.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The family of deterministic partial stable models is not,in general, a singleton and
admits a minimum, the well-founded model, and a maximum, the max-deterministic
model. Thus, the max-deterministic model is another candidate for a deterministic
semantics for DATALOGc queries. In this paper we have studied the complexity and the
expressive power of the max-deterministic model semantics. In coherence with the
deterministic nature of the model, this expressive power is shown to be able to express
problems with unique solutions. Thus, the max-deterministic semantics can be used to
express queries not expressible by the well-founded semantics. Moreover, the results
of this paper show a tight connection between the max-deterministic semantics and
others deterministic semantics such as the unique fixpoint and the unique stable model
semantics.
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